
 

COMPACT SHIELD CLIPS - SABK
SABK

17982.0 
SABKM 12/SSCH/Z, 10 x 3 mm Busbar mount multi-clip
with strain relief, 3 - 12mmø cables

Suitable for DIN rail, busbar & direct-mount installation
Tool-free installation
Available in various sizes of shield-connection brackets
Excellent flexibility
Reduction/optimisation of product types leads to reduced
costs

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
In the ever growing industry of process engineering and the use of sensitive equipment and PLC's, the need for a higher degree of interference protection is
required for these systems.
 
To ensure the best possible EMC protection the cable shielding and grounding is of the upmost importance.  The connection point of the cable screen and
the clip is a critical point and is required to be a low Ohm resistance and minimum inductive resistance.
 
Conta-Clip offer one of the most comprehensive range of practical, simple and quick to mount shielding clip products on the market today
 
The SABK range is the latest from Conta-Clip and is the most flexible and offering a tool-free installation
 
When working with Conta-Clip holders for direct, DIN rail or busbar installations, no tools are required to mount the corresponding shield-connection bracket.
The shield-connection brackets are available in various sizes with a clamping range from 1.5 to 18 mm. Only a small screwdriver is required for the
disassembly.
 
The SABK system is modular, so you can build up whatever combination your require
 
Simply choose the required method of mounting
 

MF/D M4/Z Direct Mount with strain relief,  MF/D M4 Direct mount without strain relief
MF-SABK/SSCH/Z Busbar with strain relief, MF-SABK/SSCH Busbar without strain relief  
MF-SABK/35/Z TS35 din rail with strain relief, MF-SABK/35 TS35 din rail without strain relief

 
Then the size of cable clip
 

SABK 3 to SABK 16 - 5 Sizes from 3mm dia to16mm
SABKM 12 - Multi-clip 3 - 12mm dia or SABKM 18 - Multi-clip 7 - 18mm

 
If you only use one configuration, then these can also be supplied fully assembled and ready to fit under one part number, keeping your inventory down to a
minimum.
 

SABKM/D - Direct mount with Multi-clip
SABKM/SSCH, SABKD/SSCH - Busbar mount with SABK or Multi clip
SABK/MF, SABKM/MF - TS35 rail mount with SABK or Multi clip

 
 
 



TECHNICAL DATATECHNICAL DATA

GENERAL DATA

Cable diameter min 3 mm

Cable diameter max 12 mm

Mounting Busbar

Colour Natural

Contact surface Galvanized

ADDITIONAL DATA

Tariff code 73201090

Country of origin DE

Weight 9,2 g

Pack size 10

Material Spring steel 1.4310
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